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Whittle a beautiful spoon, comb, pair of dice, and more with this fresh introduction to a folksy

craft. Carve modernizes a mindful hobby that people have turned to for generations to help

them slow down, relax, and connect with the outdoors. Choose from a dozen projects with

bespoke details, all are designed to be useful at home or while camping. And because these

objects are small, they require only a few hours and a tool or two to complete. You'll also learn

how to choose the right knife and wood, helpful information on techniques and safety, and tips

for refining, personalizing and maintaining your piece. Whether you're headed to the woods or

just to the porch, this pocket-sized guide will have you carving your own unique designs in no

time.

"Carve takes striking wood projects and teaches you how to make them at home with your own

hands . . . The step-by-step photos make the end result feel attainable, and the gorgeous

imagery makes you feel like it wouldn't even matter if it isn't."--DesignSpongePraise for Melanie

Abrantes:She loves to make objects that are as practical as they are elegant — which is why

we adore here." --Brit + Co"A crafty Jane-of-all-trades [who] specializes in handcrafting a

plethora of one-of-a-kind goods, ranging from cork planters to wood bowls and vessels." --

Apartment Therapy"[Melanie's] commitment to sustainably farmed materials coupled with her

genuine curiosity keeps her one-of-a-kind bowls, plates, cups, and planters constantly

changing."--Better Homes and GardensAbout the AuthorNamed one of Country Living's 100

Most Creative People, product designer and maker MELANIE ABRANTES runs her own

wooden spoon carving workshops in Oakland, California, and sells her designs in small shops

and retail stores nationwide, including Urban Outfitters, Need Supply Co., and West Elm. She's

been featured in Martha Stewart Living, Anthology, Domino magazine, Dwell, Sunset, and Bon

Appétit. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights

reserved.SPATULAIntermediate I designed this spatula with a slanted head and a beveled

edge for more precision and versatility. The flat end is perfect for stirring soups or stews and

deglazing pans for braises. Feel free to adapt the template by lengthening the handle or

widening the blade to fit your biggest pots. While plastic spatulas often warp from heat, this

workhorse should last for years with proper care. A few tips: don’t soak it in water for very long,

never put it in the dishwasher, and treat it with mineral oil every couple of months to prevent the

wood from drying out and becoming brittle. o Pencilo 1 piece of mahogany wood (see Tip on

page 56), cut lengthwise with the grain to 2½ x 12 x ½ incheso Carving gloves or leather

thumb guardo Whittling knifeo 100-, 150-, and 220-grit sandpapers, cut to 2 x 3 incheso

Soft 100% cotton clothso Food-grade mineral oilo Beeswax mixture (instructions follow) 1.

Using the template on page 118, draw the handle and head of the spatula onto the wood.

Whittle the wood with the knife to roughly the drawn shape by using power cuts (see technique

below) and push cuts (see technique below). (A quicker option is to use a handsaw to shape

the wood.) 2. Use push cuts to refine and round out the handle of the spatula into the dowel

shape (A). Whittle the end of the handle to round it out using push cuts (B, C), tapering the tip

to be ¼ inch wide (D). 3. Use push cuts and pull cuts (see technique below) where necessary

to refine the neck of the spatula, creating a slight curve in the wood where the head meets the

handle (E). To better refine the neck, you may want to use the stop cut (see technique below)

to help you carve into the tight space. 4. Slice off the long edges of the head (F) to create a



double-beveled head that is thickest at the base and thinner toward the edge, so that the edge

comes to a V and creates the bevel (G). 5. Slightly round out the four corners of the head using

push cuts (H). 6. Sand the spatula with the grain until the wood is even and smooth. Begin

sanding with the 100 grit and work your way up to the 220 grit as each sand-paper dulls. Make

sure to sand the neck of the spatula well, so that you have a smooth transition from the handle

to the head. 7. Use a cotton cloth to rub the spatula with a layer of mineral oil, and then use

another cloth to add a layer of beeswax for extra protection. Let the spatula dry overnight

before using. TIP: Don’t use exotic woods like rosewood that may leach harmful oils into your

food or reclaimed lumber that may have been chemically treated or exposed to toxins. Instead,

choose mahogany or another hardwood that is naturally food safe. Beeswax Mixture To

preserve your piece and to create a stunning finish, apply two coats of a beeswax mixture.

Because wax is very difficult to clean, you’ll need to dedicate a vessel for just this purpose. I

use a small Crock-Pot that I found at a yard sale for five dollars, but an old pot set over a

smaller pot of simmering water (to make a double boiler) will work fine. In the pot, heat a 25/75

mixture of beeswax to mineral oil (make sure the latter is food-grade if you intend to apply it to

kitchen items used for eating), stirring every 5 minutes until the wax becomes a smooth liquid.

Add more oil to the beeswax mixture if you want a smoother wood butter, or add more wax if

you prefer the texture of a paste. Working with care, because the wax is hot (wear gloves if you

wish), dip a 100% cotton towel or an old T-shirt in the wax and rub it in a circular motion on the

wood to completely cover the object. Let the wax dry slightly, and then apply another coat. Wait

about an hour to let the wax dry completely, then buff the piece with a clean 100% cotton cloth

to remove any excess wax. An object sealed with wax should be able to withstand light water

exposure or food use. To revitalize it after prolonged handling, simply reapply two coats of the

hot wax mixture, let it dry, and buff off excess wax. If your object sustains severe damage from

water or another source, it may be necessary to sand it completely, refinish it, and reapply

wax. THE POWER CUT Use the power cut to remove big chunks of wood. Hold the wood

securely in your nondominant hand, grasp the knife in your dominant hand, and cut with the

grain and away from you using long strokes, being careful not to lose control of the knife.

Angling your blade deep into the wood will increase the amount you remove, but be mindful as

you carve; if the wood’s grain is naturally too loose, you may inadvertently start to cut off a

large chunk. If that happens, don’t panic: just flip the piece and cut in the opposite direction to

save that chunk. THE PUSH CUT Use the push cut to skim the wood, especially when you’re

close to the final shape. Hold the wood securely in your nondominant hand. Position the blade

on the wood at a slight angle (going with the grain, so that the shavings curl). Place your

nondominant thumb on the back (dull side) of the blade, pushing the knife into the wood to

remove small, shallow shavings. For more precision and more power, you can place your

dominant thumb on the other thumb to help push the knife. THE PULL OR PARING CUT Use

the pull or paring cut to get into tight spaces or to create perpendicular lines (such as where

the handle of a spatula will meet the base of the flat blade). Grasp the knife in your dominant

hand (as you would the handle of a motorcycle) and hold the wood securely in your

nondominant hand. Place your dominant thumb on the wood and the blade at a slight angle on

the wood. Squeeze the knife toward you using your thumb as leverage (as if you were peeling

an apple). THE STOP CUT Use the stop cut to create perpendicular angles or carve notches in

the wood for removing material. Hold the wood securely in your nondominant hand, grasp the

knife in your dominant hand, and push the blade of the knife with your thumb against the grain

and into the wood to make a simple notch. You can rock your knife back and forth to deepen or

lengthen the notch into a line. To remove a small triangular piece of wood, use a push cut to



carve into the notch; the knife will stop at the notch. Continue stop cutting and push cutting to

achieve your desired depth. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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atCover design by Stephanie HuntworkCover and interior photographs by Melanie

RiccardiProp styling by Genevieve Bandrowskiv4.1prhCONTENTSIntroductionGetting

StartedEATLIVECAMPPersonalizing and Maintaining Your

PieceTemplatesSourcebookAcknowledgmentsINTRODUCTIONA wooden spatula for stirring a

favorite stew, a simple tray for holding keys, an elegant comb for brushing your hair…the

possibilities of things you can make with a knife and a piece of wood are endless.Whittling is

an art that has been honed on porches for hundreds of years by both experts and laypeople

who take pleasure in the simple act of molding a scrap of wood into something unique. As a

professional woodworker, I’ve taken to this old-fashioned pastime because I can do it anytime,

anywhere—not just in my wood shop, but at a barbecue with friends or on a camping trip. And

as a designer, I tend to give whittled objects my own modern spin, creating iconic items that

are not only useful around the house but also beautiful enough to give as a gift.
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Adam R., “Beautiful Pictures. More pictures than information in this book. If you are looking for

a real "how-to" source of info I would skip this, but, for ideas and inspiration it is great.”

Rachelle Todd, “Great book for the adult whittler. I purchased this for my 12 year old son

hoping to put his love for working with his hands to good use, but this book failed to capture his

imagination and interest. I believe it’s geared more toward an adult beginner. I’d recommend it

for an older teen or adult.”

SOMKID M KIMBALL, “good coffee table book. good photos and explanation in a small enough

book to pack around.”

dmoney, “Great DYI carving book!. What I really liked about this book is: her attention to detail,

easy step-by-step carving and descriptions of the items. She tells you exactly how to cut and

carve your pieces! My favorite is definitely making the spoon; her clear instructions are easy to

follow, especially for a beginner like myself. I've used other DYI carving books and found them

to be vague or boring. This book made it easy for me and I enjoyed doing the projects that

were in there!”

Morgans, “I love it!. Carve A Simple Guide to Whittling is absolutely gorgeous. I fell in love with

it the moment I looked at it. The cover is stunning. The paper within is very high quality and is

full color from beginning to end! Melanie Abrantes does a phenomenal job of writing. The

instructions are clearly written and are also shared through photographs. I had hoped I would

enjoy this book, but I was blown away instead. I don't have a lot to say except that it would

make a lovely gift and will look great on your coffee table resting on top of your newly carved

tray.I received this book from Blogging for Books for this review.”

Diane Estrella, “Great little book!. This is a great little book for beginner whittlers.I love that the

book is a small size and hardcover. The photos included are clear, beautiful, and helpful. The

author comes across clearly with her instructions and passion for this art form. She

emphasizes that whittling is both just as rewarding as it can be dangerous. The book includes

easy, intermediate, and hard projects and also includes some simple patterns in the back that

you can follow. If you're looking for a new hobby or something to do with your fidgety hands,

this may be the very thing for you!I received this book from the publisher but was not required

to leave a review. All opinions expressed here are my own.”

David, “Excellent little book. Bought this to live in my camper van for use when we are out and

about. There is always an unlimited supply of raw materials but I could never come up with

much on my own in terms of things to make. This book is perfect for the job as it is small and

easy to store as well as being packed with information about techniques and patterns for useful

things to carve. Also impressed with the overall feel of the book which is very well written and

illustrated. Even the cover looks and feels as though it has been whittled. Very happy with this.”

Seamarram, “Great if you want spoons and kitchen stuff. Nicely presented, smaller than I

thought but good quality illustrations - mostly about spoons and kitchen utensils - I had in mind

carving a figure but there are some useful hints so I guess it will come in useful.”

A. Ko, “Friend loves it. Bought this for a friend who wanted to try whittling and he absolutely

loves it! Says the projects are interesting and doable! A really good book to start with”



Ordinary Joe, “beginner? Buy this. I bought the amazon’s choice book but this one is way

better for a beginner!”

R Holmes, “Perfect gift. Beautifully made book”

The book by Natalie Anderson has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 122 people have provided feedback.
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